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Homesick 2012-09-18 benny s parents are splitting up his mom leaves home after a fight about a mysterious splinter that is rumored to be
part of an important relic benny s dad has always liked clutter but now he begins hoarding everything from pizza boxes to old motorcycle
parts as his house grows more cluttered and his father grows more distant benny tries to sort out whether he can change anything at all
meanwhile a local teacher enters their quiet missouri town in america s most charming small town contest and the pressure is on to clean up
the area especially benny s ramshackle of a house before the out of town guests arrive
Far from Normal 2008-12 when charles harrisong s book about his family s life in normal illinois is made into a major motion picture the
family is catapulted to instant fame
Grounded 2010-11-09 after her father brother and sister are killed in a plane crash twelve year old daralynn s life in tiny digginsville
missouri continues as her mother turns angry and embittered her grandmother becomes senile and her flamboyant aunt continues to run the
summer sunset retirement home for distinguished gentlemen while being courted by the owner of the town s new crematorium
Over My Dead Body 2011 in this story told mostly through letters busybody dick tater tries to ban halloween and ghost stories as well as to
break up the popular writing team of i b grumply ghost olive c spence and eleven year old illustrator seymour hope
In the Bag 2012-05-01 a european vacation a luggage mix up a note from a secret admirer meet two single parents who think they re too busy
to date and two teenagers who can t stop writing flirty emails this is a tale of connections missed and made in a universe that seems to
have its heart set on reuniting ms 6b and mr 13c webb i can t believe i picked up the wrong bag at the airport my dad is never going to let
me hear the end of it coco i don t understand why mom told me to pack my worst underwear and now i ve lost my bag ack andrew i cannot stop
thinking about that woman in seat 6b on the flight to paris daisy i don t have time to worry about the creep sitting in 13c who slipped a
note in my purse i have to find my daughter s missing bag before this ruins our vacation in the bag is a smart and stylish story that
explores the old fashioned art of romance in a modern world where falling in love can be as risky as checking a bag on an international
flight buckle your seat belt it s going to be a bumpy vacation
Dying to Meet You 2010-08 ignatius b grumply moves into the victorian mansion at 43 old cemetery road hoping to find some peace and quiet
so he can crack a wicked case of writer s block but 43 old cemetery road is already occupied by eleven year old seymour his cat shadow and
an irritable ghost named olive it s hard to say who is more outraged but a grumpy old ghost just might inspire this grumpy old man and the
abandoned kid well let s just say his last name s hope sisters kate and m sarah klise the creators of the award winning regarding the
series offer up this volume in a clever epistolary series told in letters drawings newspaper articles a work in progress manuscript and
even an occasional tombstone engraving
Hollywood, Dead Ahead 2014-10-07 the fifth book in kate and sarah klise s 43 old cemetery road series is a lighthearted gothic epistolary
novel told through letters newspaper articles transcripts and drawings in which the trio at spence mansion get an exciting offer from
hollywood
The Loch Ness Punster 2015 the seventh and final installment in the 43 old cemetery road series is a pun filled adventure told through a
lively compilation of illustrations letters newspaper articles and drawings
Regarding the Sink 2006-04 a series of letters reveals the selection of the famous fountain designer florence waters to design a new sink
for the geyser creek middle school cafeteria her subsequent disappearance and the efforts of a class of sixth graders to find her
The Show Must Go On! 2013-09-10 in their trademark style author kate klise and illustrator m sarah klise blend a story bursting with jokes
puns and wordplay with illustrations signs letters recipes and bold graphics to introduce three ring rascals when sir sidney a kindly old
circus owner becomes too tired to travel with his show he places a help wanted ad in the newspaper enter barnabas brambles i have a degree
in lion taming from the university of piccadilly circus but does leo the lion need taming will elsa the elephant still get her gourmet
peanuts and what will brambles say when he discovers bert and gert two mice who travel with the circus on popcorn cleanup patrol brambles
has big plans more cities more shows no more free popcorn soon he s made a big mess of sir sidney s circus but leo elsa bert gert and the
rest of the performers agree the show must go on black and white line drawings throughout
Mystery on Magnolia Circle 2021-08-03 rear window meets nancy drew in this middle grade novel by kate klise about a girl who believes she
has witnessed a crime what happens when two best friends take on the world s worst summer on the first day of vacation ten year old ivy
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crowden falls down the stairs and breaks her leg stuck in a plaster cast she s certain her summer is doomed not even teddy her neighbor and
best friend can cheer her up because he s dealing with his own pain the loss of a beloved dog but when ivy witnesses a possible burglary
from her living room window her summer takes a sudden turn from meh to mysterious who are the criminals might a classmate be involved and
uh oh a second mystery is nipping at ivy s heels cue the best friends the best dog and the best chance that summer can be saved
Till Death Do Us Bark 2011 noah breth s feuding children come to find their inheritance while seymour wants to keep mr breth s dog
Stand Straight, Ella Kate 2010-04-29 ella kate ewing was born in 1872 she started out small but she just kept on growing soon she was too
tall for her desk at school too tall for her bed at home too tall to fit anywhere ella kate was a real life giant but she refused to hide
herself away instead she used her unusual height to achieve her equally large dreams the masterful klise sisters deliver a touching and
inspiring true story about a strong minded girl who finally embraced her differences it s the perfect book for every child who has ever
felt like an outsider
スチュアートの大ぼうけん 2000-05 リトル家の次男は身長5センチ ハツカネズミそっくりだった 今夏 公開映画 スチュアート リトル 原作本 全米260万部突破の大冒険物語
Trial by Journal 2002-10-15 get ready for a trial unlike any tyle county has ever seen sixth grader perry keet is missing and bob white his
co worker at tyle park zoo will stand trial for the alleged murder but keet s disappearance is only the beginning of this legal thriller
the real story is told by twelve year old lily watson a classmate of keet s watson was selected to white s jury because of a new law
requiring a juvenile juror to serve if the case involves a child victim part of watson s duty will be to listen objectively to the
testimony of tyleville s wealthiest citizen rhett tyle his testimony is expected to be the key to white s conviction white s fate now rests
in the hands of watson and fellow jurors fawn papillon anna conda and other tyleville locals as they try to uncover the truth before it s
too late
Dying to Meet You 2010 in this story told mostly through letters children s book author i b grumply gets more than he bargained for when he
rents a quiet place to write for the summer
Regarding the Bathrooms 2008-05 the fourth book in the hilarious regarding the series overflows with toilet humor
Imagine Harry 2007 after little rabbit starts school he sees less and less of his invisible friend harry and finally tells his mother that
harry moved away
Regarding the Trees 2007 in this story told primarily through letters principal russ wants the trees at the middle school trimmed before
his evaluation but the project is interrupted by a town gender war dueling chefs student tree protests and a surprise wedding
Regarding the Bees 2007 the seventh graders at geyser creek middle school are preparing for a spelling bee and a horrible standardized test
called the bee and try to smuggle their mascot a bee that spells into the local spelling competition
Regarding the Fountain 1999-03-09 the dry creek middle school drinking fountain has sprung a leak so principal walter russ dashes off a
request to flowing waters fountains etc we need a new drinking fountain please send a catalog designer flo waters responds i d be delighted
but please understand that all of my fountains are custom made soon the fountain project takes on a life of its own one chronicled in
letters postcards memos transcripts and official documents the school board president is up in arms so is dee eel of the water supply
company a scandal is brewing and mr sam n s fifth grade class is turning up a host of hilarious secrets buried deep beneath the fountain
Deliver Us from Normal 2006-10 with a mother who buys christmas cards in august and a younger brother who describes the trinity as a
toasted marshmallow on a graham cracker life for eleven year old charles harrisong is anything but normal in normal illinois
Stay 2017-07-18 eli the dog has been with astrid since her parents brought her home from the hospital as a baby now astrid is getting older
and so is eli before he slows down too much astrid wants to make fun memories with him so she makes a bucket list for eli which includes
experiences such as eating with him in a restaurant and taking him down a slide at the playground but in the end what is most important to
eli is the time he spends with astrid whom he loves dearly in stay sisters kate and m sarah klise have created a story that reminds readers
of all ages that time with our loved ones is the most precious gift of all
Till Death Do Us Bark (CANCELLED) 2011-05-02 when a dog arrives at spence mansion seymour is overjoyed his adoptive parents ignatius b
grumply and olive c spence are less enthusiastic especially when secret the dog begins barking all night long is it possible secret just
misses his old companion the late noah breth whose children are fighting like cats and dogs over their father s money or does secret have a
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secret that in the end will make the entire town of ghastly howl with delight this third book in the 43 old cemetery road series a runaway
mystery told in letters limericks a last will and loose change is guaranteed to please anyone who s ever tried to keep a secret
Little Rabbit and the Night Mare 2008 a magical story about one anxiety ridden little rabbit s efforts to get rid of a recurring night mare
43 Old Cemetery Road: The phantom of the post office 2012 guidelines for organizing a successful author day
Author Day Adventures 2003 the rascals from the world s friendliest family circus are back in the second installment of this smafunderful
fully illustrated series everyone knows sir sidney s circus is the best in the world but who s the star of the show the circus times is
having a contest to find out just thinking about it gives sir sidney a worrywart and it s quickly clear why soon after he goes off to rest
the performers start thinking too much about winning the trophy and not enough about putting on a good show meanwhile it looks as if
ringmaster in training barnabas brambles might need some help managing the crew so bert and gert the sly brother and sister mice who travel
with the show set out to write a book to teach him how it s done does bert and gert s plan work and who is the star of the circus all will
be revealed in the greatest star on earth kirkus reviews
The Greatest Star on Earth 2014-05-06 the unsuspecting trio at spence mansion starts a greeting card company and winds up on the adventure
of a lifetime
Greetings from the Graveyard 2014 personal accounts of life in america s last colony for sufferers of hansen s disease
Carville 2004-12-02 everyone loves an underdog especially when he s a cat on a rainy morning in 1947 a small gray kitten wandered into the
hamilton hotel in st louis missouri two days before the greater st louis cat club show a stray kitten a fancy hotel a serious contest for
pedigreed cats what could possibly go right curl up with this heartwarming story based on a real life stray cat who made international
headlines just by showing up being himself and finding a little kindness
How Mr. Silver Stole the Show 2023-10-10 what does little rabbit do when his mother insists he clean his playroom why run away and join the
circus of course
Little Rabbit and the Meanest Mother on Earth 2015-04-07 can you keep a secret everyone has a secret but sometimes a little secret can
become a big problem that s what happens when circus mouse gert s secret pen pal a pig named pablo runs away to join sir sidney s circus
pablo doesn t want to be sold to prinkle s pork chops farmer farley doesn t really want to sell pablo either but he needs money to save his
farm when the new pork times announces a pig race with a five thousand dollar prize the members of sir sidney s circus hope they ve found a
way to save pablo and farmer farley s farm too the race is on in secrets of the circus
Secrets of the Circus 2016-10-11 with the rise of teacher stressors new and changing state standards and high stakes testing it is more
important than ever to remind literacy teachers and teacher librarians about the reason that brought them to this profession the love of
story the gift of story exploring the affective side of the reading life by john schu affectionately known as mr schu all over reading
communities invites readers to consider literacy beyond its academic benefits and explore how universal truths found in stories can change
us inspire us connect us to others answer our deepest questions and even help us heal along the way using his experience as a teacher
librarian book lover and story ambassador mr schu asks readers to reflect on what it means to share their hearts through stories and how it
can connect us to individuals and learning communities the gift of story is presented through a study of five affective elements healer
inspiration clarifier compassion and connector along the way readers will encounter insightful contributions from educators children s
writers and illustrators as well as recommendations for sharing the gift of story with learning communities including treasured book
suggestions that stir reflection engaging tips for celebrating literacy and heart growing applications to lift classroom and library
practices celebrate the way we define and imagine ourselvesthrough literacy by using stories to connect to others build and strengthen
community and honor the children we were called to teach
The Gift of Story 2023-10-10 when appleton elementary s new school board president starts using her position to line her own pockets it s
up to student sleuths supported by a passionate librarian to uncover the truth in this zany epistolary novel
Don't Check Out This Book! 2021-08-17 peoria harkens back to the 1670s glory days of the french voyageurs and became the now familiar face
of americana its townsfolk have touched every aspect of national and international life often significantly in comedy fibber mcgee and
molly charles correll richard pryor sam kinison and even bishop sheen with his witty homilies have made peoria the habitat of humor betty
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friedan s the feminine mystique jump started the 1960s feminist movement while philip josé farmer s the lovers rocked the 1950s sci fi
universe dr c t vivian dr romeo garrett and john gwynn jr held the frontline against racism representing the best of society s core values
barb and dick hammond founded friends of the children of haiti a medical organization tending to the year round needs of the earth s
poorest and unheralded bill noel has shouldered the sorrows and burdens of others who have leaned on him for decades when it comes to all
the legendary locals they play in peoria and the world
Legendary Locals of Peoria 2015-10-19 a picture book by sisters kate klise and m sarah klise how mr silver stole the show is about a stray
cat who won a cat show based on a true story
How Mr. Silver Stole the Show 2023-10-10 in a typical english country lane ten households form a peaceful if mundane little community it
seems like the perfect environment for newleyweds ian and migs peters to settle down and raise their son surely a small dispute over the
resurfacing and widening of their lane connot cause too much discomfort in this idyllic setting but there are tensions and personal
ambitions brewing beneath the surface and histroy also has its place in such a firmly established community change comes at a price
particlarly for certain memebers of millers lane
Over My Dead Body 2013 whether writing a blog entry or a high stakes test essay fiction or nonfiction short story or argumentation students
need to know certain things in order to write effectively in 10 things every writer needs to know jeff anderson focuses on developing the
concepts and application of ten essential aspects of good writing motion models focus detail form frames cohesion energy words and clutter
throughout the book jeff provides dozens of model texts both fiction and nonfiction that bring alive the ten things every writer needs to
know by analyzing strong mentor texts young writers learn what is possible and experiment with the strategies professional writers use
students explore discover and apply what makes good writing work jeff dedicates a chapter to each of the ten things every writer needs to
know and provides mini lessons mentor texts writing process strategies and classroom tips that will motivate students to confidently and
competently take on any writing task with standardized tests and common core curriculum influencing classrooms nationwide educators must
stay true to what works in writing instruction 10 things every writer needs to know keeps teachers on track encouraging discovering
inspiring reminding and improving writing through conversation inquiry and the support of good writing behaviors
Regarding the Fountain a Tale, in Letters, of Liars and Leaks 1998-01
10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know 2023-10-10
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